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J U D G M E N T

The facts of the case in brief are that on 11.03.09 at about 12.30 PM 

while the claimant, Niren Das, was riding his bicycle and was proceeding 

towards  his  house  at  Barjhar,  he  was  knocked  down  by  the  vehicle 

bearing  registration  no.  AS-01/V-5973  from  backside  near  Santala 

Barkuchi. As a result of which he sustained grievous injuries and he was 

immediately brought to GMCH for treatment. During pendency of the trial 

the claimant died due to accidental injuries. His wife, Latika Das, amended 

the claim-petition and impleaded herself as the claimant in place of her 

deceased husband.

The OP No. 1, insurer of the vehicle, in its written statement denied 

most of the averments made by the claimant in the claim-petition and 

wanted strict proof. The insurer denied that the pick-up-van baring no. 

AS-01/V-5973 was involved in the accident and declined to accept the 

liability if there was any violation of terms and conditions of the policy or 



the driver did not have valid and effective driving licence to drive the 

vehicle. The insurer also filed additional written statement and contended 

inter-alia that the husband of the claimant did not die due to accidental 

injuries, but his death was due to some other cause.

The OP No. 2 & 3,  the owner and driver of  the vehicle,  did not 

contest the case and case proceeded ex-parte against them.

Upon the above pleadings of the parties, the following issues were 

framed for adjudication :-

(i) Whether  victim,  (Late)  Niren Das,  died as  a  result  of  the 
injuries sustained by him in the alleged road accident dated 11-08-
09,  Sontola,  Borkuchi  Chowk,  involving  the  vehicle  bearing 
registration No. AS-01/V-5973 and whether the said accident took 
place  due  to  rash  and  negligent  driving  by  the  driver  of  the 
offending vehicle ?

(ii) Whether the claimant is entitled to receive any compensation and if 
yes, to what extent and by whom amongst the opposite parties, the 
said compensation amount will be payable ?

During enquiry, the claimant, Latika Das, examined herself as PW-1 

and  produced  a  number  of  documents  in  support  of  her  claim.  The 

contesting opposite Party has not examined any witness on their behalf. 

I have heard arguments for the parties and carefully perused the 

entire materials brought on record and my findings on the above issues 

are as follows :-

ISSUE NOS. 1 & 2

Both the issues are taken up together for decisions and discussions 

for sake of convenience and brevity.

Evidence of the claimant is that her husband was knocked by the 

offending vehicle while he was on the way to home by riding his bicycle. 

As a result of which he sustained grievous injuries and died after about 9 

months on 22.12.09 while undergoing treatment. Initially he was treated 

in the GMCH and thereafter he was brought to Dispur Polyclinic & Nursing 

Home  for  better  treatment  and  was  admitted  on  12.03.09  and  was 

discharged on 21.03.09 on request due to financial crisis. Thereafter he 
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was regularly undergoing treatment at his home and ultimately died on 

22.12.09. In support of her oral evidence, she produced Ex-1, accident 

information  report;  Ex-2,  discharge  certificate  of  Dispur  Polyclinic  & 

Nursing Home; Ex-3, visiting card of attendant of GMCH; Ex-4, medical 

certificate of Dispur Polyclinic& Nursing Home; Ex-5, death certificate, Ex-

6 series, advice slips; Ex-7 series, vouchers and cash-memos and Ex-8 

series, money receipts of GMCH & Dispur Polyclinic & Nursing Home.

Ex-1, police report, reveals that the vehicle bearing no. AS-01/V-

5973 was involved in the accident and Niren Das sustained injuries in the 

said accident.  Ex-2,  discharge certificate of  Dispur Polyclinic  & Nursing 

Home, shows that he was admitted into the Nursing Home on 12.03.09 

and was discharged on 21.03.09 and he suffered from head injury and 

paraperesis. Ex-4 is the certificate issued by Dispur Polyclinic & Nursing 

Home, certifying that the injured was admitted on 12.03.09 due to head 

injury and paraperesis. He was treated conservatively and discharged on 

21.03.09. After his discharge he was regularly on follow-up treatment and 

died on 22.12.09 as sequel of head injury and traumatic paraperesis. To 

prove the death of her husband due to accidental injuries she produced 

Ex-2 & Ex-4,  from which it  is  found that  he was on regular  follow-up 

treatment due to serious injuries suffered by him. She also produced Ex-

5, to prove that he died on 22.12.09. She produced Ex-6(1) to Ex-6((52), 

advice slips of Dispur Polyclinic & Nursing Home, Guwahati Neuro Clinic, in 

support  of  her  claim that  her  husband died due to  accidental  injuries. 

Although, no doctor has been examined. But from the nature of injuries 

sustained by him and the certificate of Dispur Polyclinic & Nursing Home, 

Ex-4, cause of death can be attributed to the accidental injuries. 

In the case of Ramathal and others –Vs- Managing Director, Cheram 

Transport  Corporation,  Coimbator,  reported  in  (2003)  10  SCC 53,  the 

Hon’ble Supreme Court, in such a case held the view that cause of death 

is attributable to the accident and accordingly allowed the claim of the 

claimant. In the said case also the injured died one year one month after 

the accident. In the instant case, although, no doctor has been examined 

by the claimant. But no serious dispute has been raised by the insurer 

regarding  the  certificate,  Ex-4.  Evidence  on  record  particularly,  the 
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documents filed by the claimant shows that he was undergoing treatment 

throughout the period. Further, the discharge certificate and the certificate 

of Dispur Polyclinic & Nursing Home revealed that the claimant sustained 

grievous  head  injuries  in  the  accident  and  he  was  suffering  from 

paraperesis.  No rebuttal  evidence has  been adduced by the insurer  to 

prove that there was any other cause of accident. The insurance company 

itself could have verified the facts in the Dispur Polyclinic & Nursing Home, 

but that was not done and apart from filing the written statement, no 

evidence has  been adduced by the insurer.  On careful  scrutiny  of  the 

entire evidence, I am of the view that the injured died due to accidental 

injuries which was caused due to rash and negligent driving by the driver 

of the offending vehicle. In view of my discussions above, the claimant is 

entitled  to  compensation  for  the  death  of  her  husband.  The  claimant 

stated that her husband was doing business and was earning Rs 5000/- 

per month. But she could not file any documentary evidence regarding the 

income of the deceased and as such Rs 3000/- is assumed as the income 

of her deceased husband and after deducting one-third towards personal 

expenses it comes to Rs 24000/-. Although no age certificate has been 

filed by her to prove the age of her deceased husband, from the treatment 

documents it is found that her husband was 35 years and as such he can 

safely be placed in the age group of  36-40 years and the appropriate 

multiplier  is  ‘15’  as  per  Sarla  Verma –Vs-  Delhi  Transport  Corporation 

2009  (6)  SCC 121. The  claimant  had  incurred  medical  expenditure  of 

approximately Rs 52,890/-, say 53,000/- and she is entitled to the said 

amount as pecuniary damages. Claimant certainly incurred some amount 

for funeral  etc, and as such, besides loss of dependency, claimants are 

also entitled  to an amount of  Rs  20000/-  on  account  of  funeral  

expenses  and  Rs 25000/- for loss of consortium and Rs 10000/- for loss 

of estate. Thus, the total compensation to which the claimant is entitled is 

assessed as under :-

Loss of dependency - 24000 X 15 : Rs 3,60,000.00
Funeral expenses :         20,000.00
Medical expenses : 53,000.00
Loss of estate : 10,000.00
Loss of consortium : 25,000  .00  
                                Total     : Rs 4,68,000.00
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The issues are accordingly decided in favour of the claimant.

A W A R D

Rs 4,68,000/- (Rupees four lakh sixty-eight thousand) is awarded 

with interest @ 6% pa from the date of filing of the claim petition, i.e. 

15.06.09, till payment. The opposite party, United India Assurance Co Ltd, 

is directed to pay the award within one month from the date of order. Fifty 

percent of the awarded amount shall be kept in fixed deposit in the name 

of the claimant for 3 years in a Nationalised Bank in the home district of 

claimant. 

     Given under my hand & seal of this Court on this 6th day of August 

2013.

(Paran Kumar Phukan)
Member

Motor Accident Claims Tribunal
Kamrup, Guwahati
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